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The Big Bad Bank
Script from 2009 film
The World Conservation Bank and Its Threats
Hello Fellow World Citizens! My name is George Washington Hunt. I live in Boulder, Colorado. 
A Big Bank is ready for implementation whenever the directors feel the right time occurs, probably after all the world’s currency systems fail and there is chaos everywhere. It is presently called the World Conservation Bank but may open in the name of the United Nations or as a private Rothschild Bank; the bank will replace all banks. There will be one big bank. It will issue the world currency, make loans and finance huge conservation programs. Its power will be great. It could bring any nation to its knees just by adjustments to credit and currency.
The bank will contain all of the earth's wilderness lands, one-third of the earth's surface, as an asset base in the balance sheet. They will also create a world currency unit, furnish loans to governments, companies and people, maintain a 300,000-person army of conservationists to protect the earth from trespassers and to work on environment projects. The bank will utilize the money from the shares of stock it sold. If it received $50 trillion from the investors, the bank loan can create nine to 20 times that amount depending on the legal fraction amount of reserve mount using the fractional reserve regulations in effect in the US. The bank could ultimately attain $500 trillion to $1,000 trillion in loanable funds, investments, huge conservation projects, currency stabilization, and supplies for the 300,000 conservation corps plus bank overhead. 
This bank is a creation of the Rothschild banking family. They are special bankers to the very rich elite and command great respect in the field of international finance and banking. They are also very clever, cunning bankers and have been known to create brilliant banking agreements. The forthcoming bank is also clever and cunning and I have the responsibility to educate the common man about it. From where did I assume this vast education responsibility? Let's listen to the voice of David Lang, an international banker from Montreal, to find out. Listen to the arrogant voice of the rich elite. 
So Rothschild and company don't want to educate us cannon fodder, huh? I hereby am your educator and I plan to show you how they can use this bank to place the elite rich in charge of society. 
This presentation mentions “the rich elite” many times. They are the arrogant ones who love money more than humanity. They do not pay their fair share of the costs of running our country and if many of them conspire to support war as a means to make good dividends. 
The elite rich mentioned in this presentation fit the mold of the arrogant, selfish variety. They did not build their own fortunes but inherited wealth without lifting a finger for it. They are the sort that hides their wealth inside trusts and foundations for tax relief. They are waiting now for that special bank from the House of Rothschild that will ultimately put them in charge of society at the expense of our freedom. They really do look upon us as cannon fodder to die in their wars for their enrichment. 
This bank was presented at the 4th World Wilderness Congress in September 1987 and I heard it was accepted by the Prime Minister of Norway, Gro Harlem Brundtland for presentation to the UN in October 1987. It carries a social potential death sentence to society if it ever gets off the ground. Rich elite trusts contain multi-billion, or perhaps even trillions, of dollars of wealth in their family trusts and foundations. These family trusts and foundations are gorged with wealth that has been accumulated almost tax-free over generations. I put a family trust together just like the rich elite's in the 1970's, knowing that if it got through the IRS for a little guy like me it would upset our unconstitutional income tax system. The IRS carefully looked for any error I had made on my tax forms. Finally, the IRS attorney confided in me. He said “Look, I have orders not to let your trust through. If you happen to win this case, IRS will appeal and appeal and appeal. How long can your cash and free time last? Let us do an “ab inicio”, that is, From the Beginning, document for you to pay any income taxes due. I threw in the towel of my efforts of trying to get the same tax breaks as a commoner through a family trust or foundations. 
The evil elitists are usually white Anglo-Americans, English-speaking, arrogant, hates the commoners and loves money. That sort of person is willing to gain the whole world but lose his soul. Unfortunately, international banking attracts many of these categories. The money-merchants can cause wars to stimulate their profits and actually have loaned money to both sides of a war. Here is a picture of the famous international banker J. Pierpont Morgan. His famous quote is typical of the very rich elite. He said, “I owe the people nothing.” He helped put my great-grandfather’s railroad out of business by bankrolling a railroad builder named Harriman with lots of money.
This bank is designed to save the very rich elite's money and power by making them the shareholders of the bank and then bankrupting it. My counsel says that since the shareholders are the owners of the bank they can get the decision of taking over if the majority of the shareholders are in favor of the takeover. If it bankrupts they can step right in and claim all of its assets. The assets they seize will include all of the mortgages and debts of cities, counties, buildings, individuals, everything. When and if the bank fails, the rich elite will own all of the collateral that was pledged in return for the trillions of loan dollars. 
Far-fetched? I hope so. As you hear what they said at the congress and what they have done before and past, I think you will agree that this bank is a scam and is completely unacceptable.
I'll present reasonable evidence to you that this new bank is a project to put the very rich elite in charge. It is doomed to bankruptcy even before it is established. The first indicator that this is a sham bank is that they don't want to tell the middle and lower classes about the bank. They don't want to educate us about it. Why not? Because the facts point to a concealed bank fraud which could not withstand a study of its true goals and aspirations. We cannot live with a monster like this bank. 
This will be an interesting and educational adventure for you into the world of international banking, complete with associated fraud, deceit, secrecy, sorcery and corruption. Let's listen to the voice of Michael Lang once more. I AM YOUR EDUCATOR.
Who do you know that should see this presentation? It may be your friends, a congressman, a local official, your church, mosque or synagogue, the person next door who is interested in the so-called conspiracy theory. As you will see, the so-called conspiracy theory will become a FACT after you view this presentation. It is my goal to educate millions of people about this bank-- and you are one of them. The facts in this presentation dispel the conspiracy theory. It is now conspiracy fact.
Our banking systems are indeed in the clutches of a major conspiracy. Trillions of American and Canadian taxes have been paid to banks that do not deserve the bailouts. The banks requiring bailouts should have been left to perish. Their non-adherence to the ethics of their profession cost the taxpayers trillions of dollars. I still wonder how JPMorgan Chase was granted $25 billion in bailout funds when they had $2.1 trillion in assets. I wonder, too, how much of that bailout money may have wound up as a shareholder deposit in the new bank.
The World Conservation Bank was formed at the 4th World Wilderness Congress in September 1987. The late Edmund de Rothschild personally directed the creation of the World Conservation Bank at the congress. It was a large congress of environmentalists, international bankers, politicians and officials of world banking institutions had convened in Denver and the Estes Park Colorado at the YMCA of the Rockies. I wasn't expecting world dignitaries to be at an “environment meeting” to put some finishing touches on a World Conservation Bank. People like James Baker, Secretary of the Treasury, David Rockefeller, Edmund de Rothschild, the Queen of England and Prince Phillip's representative Sir Lauren van der Poste, IMF and World Bank executives, UN executives, international bankers, government representatives from throughout the world were all available to me.
On Monday, the first day at the Estes Park location, I sat at luncheon with Baron and Mrs. Rothschild and Michael Sweatman, president of the world conservation bank. I still remember how gracious Mrs. Rothschild was as she filled my water glass as I joined them. I perceived that 
I was sitting in the presence of the Dynasty of Edom as I looked across the table at Baron Edmund. To my right at the table sat I. Michael Sweatman, the president of this new Bank. While we were eating I asked him questions about the bank. His responses gave me insight into some areas to study about the Bank. For instance, when I asked him how the bank was going to stay afloat with only wilderness lands on its balance sheet and no earnings engine in the bank. He answered “We're working on that.” It was the indirect answer which surprised me. My goodness, in every new business endeavor the first thing that a business owner looks at is the target market and how many dollars it is projected to produce.
I determined that if the bank is capitalized with shareholder money from the sales of stock from the family, charitable and educational trusts that are gorged with greedy wealth, the bank could easily raise enough capital to begin operations. Fifty trillion dollars might be a target amount. It might be an easy sum to raise from these fat potential shareholders.
The very rich elite investors can win either way. If the bank survives, dividends from bank profits could become very lucrative. On the other hand, if the bank went bust, the shareholders could claim all of its assets of indescribable wealth. I personally believe that the bank will purposely go bust, caused by expenses for unworkable conservation projects, overhead out of control, anything that would contribute to the demise of this outrageous bank’s costly conservation projects that won't work. Here is the voice of Baron Edmund de Rothschild suggesting that dry ice be made for keeping the polar caps from melting and creating a garbage hole deep in the Sahara where nobody goes. He states in his talk that “inoperative” equipment will be used for projects. Outrageous, inoperative, projects will reduce the bank's capital to where it can't survive. He also says that modern technology will be used in the projects. We know about modern technology like the government's guided missiles that don't work, the cost overruns associated with practically every project, et cetera. The bank falls apart and the very rich elite, like vultures, take their fat share of the treasures. Put dramatically, they will own the wealth of the world and can push around anyone who they damn please. 
Let me tell you how I was selected for an Official Host position. An Official Host was ill with the flu. I heard about it and applied to take his place. A psychic person interviewed me off and on for two hours plus I was interviewed by other official hosts. I had no axe to grind. I was clean. I was going to a wilderness exhibition, not a meeting to create a bank. An official host was a respected position and I wore my badge proudly, I also asked a lot of questions. I didn't have to pay hundreds of dollars to attend the four-day work sessions either--and I had God’s blessing to learn about this bank and be able to ask questions of the dignitaries at the congress right on the spot. I thought I was going to the wilderness congress and YMCA to study the exhibits and to hear from the environment crowd. There were a few meals that one had to pay for. I was almost to the cash register before I learned I needed a ticket. I looked down on the floor and there was a ticket which I passed directly from the floor to the cashier. Miracles do happen.
The death of my son, Peter, the year before, when he lost his life skiing near the New Zealand Franz Josef glacier in a beautiful wilderness area evoked a desire to attend this environmental event. In addition, my youngest son, John, had a desire to go to the arctic to build huts for wilderness travelers so I thought I could introduce myself to the Forest Rangers and get a job for my son, John. The Smokies did attend, but I had shifted my attention to bank matters. Here I was, in the middle of all those dignitaries who were seemed to be cooking up something that I didn't know about.
Let me tell you a little bit about my background so you can understand how I discerned events so quickly. I served as a naval officer on cruisers and destroyers, held corporate positions for eight years, and worked as an entrepreneur in the health industry. I taught small business management and accounting as an adjunct professor at a college level for five years. I started a health corporation in 1991 which became very profitable. I sold it and have been retired for three years.
I am also a dedicated conservationist. I lost a career business because I stood up for nature. Here's how that happened. 
Power and Greed
This section of the presentation focuses on the greed and power of a certain group of ravenous beasts in the “international banking crowd”. The most famous international banker was J. Pierpont Morgan. Here's a picture of Morgan. He became an enemy of society when he said, “I owe the people nothing.” He loaned funds to a railroad builder named Harriman so Harriman could cripple my great-grandfather's financing ability for the railroad he was building. 
The Construction of the Bank
As you are aware, this bank will contain all of the earth's wilderness lands, one-third of the earth's surface that is worthless and non-productive, as an asset on the balance sheet. The international bankers, of the same culture and character that provoked Jesus Christ to upset their moneychanger tables in the temple, are putting this bank together. They have gained immense profits from war, social tumults, sedition, murder, treason, bribery, blackmail and the like and will create a world currency unit and furnish loanable funds to companies and people. A 300,000-person army of conservationists is included in Rothschild's plans, supposedly to protect the wilderness lands from trespassers and to work on conservation projects.
Actually, the bank can make up its own rules. If they received $50 trillion in shareholder funds, they could ultimately generate $500 trillion to $1,000 trillion directly available in the marketplace for funds, investments, huge conservation projects, currency ablezation, supplies for the 300,000 conservation corps and bank overhead. 
To summarize, the environmental projects are not intended to work. The bank is being kept a secret and there will be no education for the cannon fodder as David Lang, the international banker from Montreal, announced. Therefore, I elect myself as your teacher. Lang is a friend of I. Michael Sweatman, the president of the bank, “Birds of a feather, flock together” so Sweatman might be of the same arrogant racist cult.
At the Sunday meeting in Denver I felt the presence of power behind me. I turned in my seat to see what was going on behind me. About eight bodyguards were escorting David Rockefeller to his seat before his speech. He approached the guest ahead of me and shook hands with Baron Edmund de Rothschild. I was personally witnessing two of the richest men in the world at an environment meeting. 
This was so strange… Apparently something big was occurring that I did not yet know about.
I have a background of speaking out for a clean environment. For instance, I was fired from a large paper company for my stance against pollution. It had to do with the antipollution policies the company was not respecting. Let me tell you briefly what happened. A few of us “fair-haired men” were selected to come to company headquarters as a part of selection process for executive positions. All of the company’s vice-presidents were gathered to answer any questions we had about the company. 
It came to my turn and I said, “Our company strips trees in great quantities, floats them down the river to the pulp mills, adds bleach and other chemicals into the process, pours noxious fumes into the air and chemicals into the rivers and then ships the pulp to the finishing mills were more chemicals and fumes are disgorged. Then, when people use our products, they litter. What is our company doing to reduce this pollution?
I remember how quiet it was in the room
“You mean like the girl scouts, George?” said the marketing vice-president. 
“Kind of, pack out what you pack in. That sort of thing”, I said.
“Well, the name of the game is profits and dividends in this company. Do I make myself clear?”
When I returned to my division headquarters, my boss was waiting for me: very, very angry. 
“Well George, You had to ask the question and the blankty-blank question! The whole paper company is buzzing about your question! You have offended enough vice-presidents with your question that you will not have a successful career in the company. Start looking for a new job.”
I did, and that’s why I live happily in Boulder, Colorado. This incident proves though, that I am an avid conservationist and why the 4th Wilderness Congress was important to me as an environmental activist.
Something important was missing. Wilderness lands are, by their nature, non-productive lands. No dividends or interest will flow from a worthless asset. There would be no contribution for the expenses of running the Bank. I asked the Bank president, I. Michael Sweatman, about how the bank would stay afloat without an earnings engine. “We’re working on that”, he said. I felt that he knew the answer but he did not wish to share it with me. 
I came to learn later that the Bank will be largely supported by shareholder contributions. Trillions of dollars would come in from the fat, rich, elite, multiplied by 9 to 20 times, using a fractional reserve formula used in the USA banking system Let's say the total shareholder contributions to the bank are $50 trillion. Currency or loans of $500 trillion to $1,000 trillion could be created in the new economy from this $50 trillion stash. The funds will come into the bank silently through the shareholder section of the balance sheet and would not be easily discovered unless competent bank examiners appointed by the governing authorities monitored the banking deals. If the bank did get off the ground, I suggest that a one-half of one percent tax be levied on the total monthly trading transactions. Not only would this tax create enormous revenue when all the barters, swaps, countertrade and fancy transactions were accounted for at ½ percent interest, but such a tax would permit regulators to examine the tax form submissions to see if the bank is following good banking principles.
As I said earlier, the bank is designed to collapse. When/if it does, the rich elite shareholders will be able to get what's left after it all fails including the right to subjugate the people and governments who have loans and mortgages outstanding. Eventually, the currency unit has lost its original value. Terrible civil commotion immediately erupts, et cetera. The rich elite swarm, so to speak, into the Bank and take over the bank’s assets. In this \way the rich elite hope to gain the power over practically all countries and people everywhere. 
The Bank’s assets may comprise a vast amount of mortgages on the countries, cities, counties, personal property, and other assets from the entire world. These assets had been pledged as collateral to the bank in return for money to survive a very inflationary society. Prices will sky-rocket. Costs of the 300,000 conservation corps will have multiplied. They have to shut down. 
Currency and credit manipulations and tremendous, wasteful, environment projects have been injected into the economy. The people are told that the Bank is under great strain because of the cost of the huge conservation projects to save the planet. Where an auto used to cost $20,000, it might now cost $180,000 due to the flood of currency in the marketplace. Needy borrowers go into hock with the big bank. They mortgage their property just to meet personal requirements to provide cash for living expenses. The bank rev's up inflation and the public receives the super-inflated fiat money, that is, paper money with no assets behind it similar to where the U.S. Dollar is now.
Shirt-sleeve sessions to establish the bank began on Monday, September 17th at the YMCA camp in Estes Park, Colorado. By this time I was an official host and had already done some good turns for my fellows such as waiting at the Denver airport for hours for a late arrival and taking him to my home overnight and transporting him to the YMCA camp the next day.
Persons at the Congress
Edmund de Rothschild’s henchman, the person that introduced him at the Fourth World Wilderness Congress is a UN official named Maurice Strong. He is involved in a number of business projects throughout the world and is known in environment circles as “the custodian of the planet” a positive title recognizing him as an avid environmentalist. Lo and behold, he was also the president of a Colorado company called American Water Development Incorporated (AWDI) whose plan was ready to destroy the environment. I learned from a Christian couple living in the San Luis Valley that contrary to 
Colorado water laws, Strong was trying to pull water from the aquifers under the San Luis Valley and sell the water to cities such as Denver, El Paso, San Francisco and other potential customers at a profit as high as a billion dollars per year, or more.
The San Luis Valley people are farmers and they were not organized to fight Strong’s money and politics. The first thing I did was to organize them and provide facts that Maurice Strong was attempting to raid the aquifer water and he would be successful if they did not oppose him. They banded together to save their farms and formed an “anti-AWDI” campaign and they built up the public support against Strong that they needed.
Let’s review this scenario: Here is the “custodian of the planet”, personal friends with Rothschild and convener of Rothschild's wilderness Congresses who goes waltzing into the San Luis Valley where his business would destroy significant amounts of farmland because he wanted to sell their water to cities for revenues as high as $1 billion dollars a year or higher. It was hard for me to accept this hypocrisy that a UN leader in conservation would live two lives like that. One day I read in the Denver Post that a review of the Colorado quadrennial water laws was delayed by a politician who wished to permit growth and development companies to tap the aquifer. I felt Maurice Strong was behind it. The aquifer vote was scheduled for two days hence. I stayed up until 2 AM that night writing letters to every lawmaker, including exhibits and proof that it was a trick and to vote against it. Otherwise, not knowing what was going on with the amendment to the water bill the representative might cast a “Yes” vote, not understanding what Strong might be up to. It made me feel very proud when the bill was unanimously defeated and even more proud when I received a few notes from some of the lawmakers for being a good American.
AWDI was defeated and Strong left for Canada to be chief of Toronto Hydro where he received a few more “bloody noses”. Strong did not recall why a check was made out to him by Saddam Hussein and there were some problems with Tongsun Paark of South Korea. He didn't remember the check for $988,000 made out to him came from Saddam Hussein, et cetera... 
Strong's activities seem to go hand-in-hand with the Rothschild philosophy of banking as he was one of Rothschild's close business associates. I think we can assume that Strong's ideas are embedded in this bank. Let’s listen to Strong introducing de Rothschild at a keynote seminar an important seminar as he introduces Baron Edmund de Rothschild… He said “There is no better person—Rothschild’s the top man,” Strong said “He is the “positive synthesis” He’s on top of environment and industry, both.” We saw that positive synthesis in the photograph of Rockefeller and Ruckleshaus.
Let’s proceed to Edmund de Rothschild. Here is a fantastic story about his ancestor, Nathan Rothschild and the cunningness of the Rothschild family. The Rothschild’s had created a fast communication system all over Europe so that they could get the news from the continent before any people in London. 
Nathan set up a direct system from the place of the battle of Waterloo to the shoreline where Nathan met the boatman from the continent. He learned that England's Wellington had won the battle of Waterloo over Napoleon Bonaparte on June 15, 1815. He went to his normal location at the floor of the exchange and began selling, selling, selling, and took on the sad countenance of a person who knew that Wellington had lost. The market went panicky and Rothschild's agents around the floor bought sovereigns at 5 where they had been at 100. He wound up owning the Bank of England. Overnight, his already vast fortune was multiplied twenty times over. The Rothschild’s of today still possess that same cunning.
Let’s turn to Baron Edmund speaking at the main seminar on banking and then we’ll analyze what he has said between the lines. Didn’t he say “inoperative” in reference to the Bank’s environmental schemes? Let’s play it slow. Yes, he did say “inoperative”. He cloaks in his speech that the vast projects will not work; they will be expensive, inoperable, schemes made up to break the Bank.
Let’s listen again now David Lang who reveals that this should be a secret bank and don’t spend the time and money to educate the cannon fodder, which, unfortunately, populates the earth. I don’t like the sound of that. They are deliberately sneaking behind us with this fraudulent bank scheme. The United Nations Can Change Things The G77 countries of the United Nations can prevent this bank from happening through the UN or they may choose to take charge and create their own world bank with competent, friendly directors and competent employees and no wasteful cost-intensive environment projects. It could be done if the UN hired the best talent. A UN bank for the people is certainly better than a private bank which could turn against the people. A tax on all international trading including barters, countertrades, swaps and all other fancy trades must be levied to help support the bank and the poorest nations. “One for all and all for one” is the way the United Nations should handle this forthcoming problem. Let others know of any pressure put on your country to undermine your stance against this bank. Corruption and bureaucracy should have no place in dealing with this subject. May God bless and prosper every country that has the will to do the right thing to finally bring us a stable, reliable, international economy and currency system.
Summary of This Presentation
The facts presented here are reasonable proof that a conspiracy against the common man has been prepared by the House of Rothschild. The “conspiracy theory” is no longer a theory; it is a FACT. Greedy international bankers and their highly-paid lackeys have overwhelmed the United States monetary system so badly that it is doubtful that we can recover from the inflation and depression that lies ahead. Our ten trillion indebtedness to China, the Federal Reserve and individual investors, if that is the correct debt amount, could cost the United States $500 billion dollars per year in interest expense. President John F. Kennedy attempted to do something about the Federal Reserve problem when he began printing U.S. money in 1963 instead of borrowing money from the Federal Reserve at interest. The international moneychangers were probably pleased when he was assassinated. The U.S. must throw off the shackles of this unconstitutional Federal Reserve System monster before they bankrupt us. A good description of the Federal Reserve menace is contained in the manual available from me. It is the “Northstarzone” paper about the Federal Reserve fraud.
Let’s not forget David Lang’s request that the Bank “not educate the cannon fodder which unfortunately inhabits the earth.” That short speech sums up the attitude of the rich elite toward the common man. They deplore us. Lang’s arrogant statement lets us know that this secret banking program leaves us out completely Why? They mean to take advantage of our trust in their false promises. They will not save the earth and they will not provide a reliable bank.
Let’s not forget the actions of Maurice Strong, one of the founders of the UN conservation program, waltzing down to the San Luis Valley to turn it into a dust bowl as the top man in the 

American Water Development Incorporated. Doubling as a dedicated UN environmentalist and, at the same time, knowingly destroying agriculture and wildlife is hard to understand. This Secretary and Under Secretary of UN conservation efforts, who introduced Baron Edmund de Rothschild at the congress, probably wouldn't care if he ruined the agriculture of the San Luis Valley if he hadn't been found out. Strong did not face the music. 
Note that an associate took the blame, complete with his picture. Strong went to Canada after being found out. Look at this clipping about AWDI’s downfall. It doesn’t mention Maurice Strong’s name at all, yet he was the president. Strong left AWDI in February 1988 and left a person named Dale Shaffer behind to take the heat. Strong then became the head of Ontario Hydro where he carried out some questionable projects during his tenure.
Here is an article from the July 9, 1990, Globe and Mail, the Canadian national newspaper. It contains interesting information about Strong’s AWDI business interests. The article is included in the manual. The newspaper article says, among other things, that AWDI planned to have revenue of $170 million to $1.4 billion a year. The article adds that Strong had to leave Colorado because a videotape had circulated in the valley that accused him of being part of an international conspiracy to take over the world economy. Though he blamed his exit on my videotape, the real reason was the failure of AWDI, of which he was president. Portions of that videotape are on this presentation.
On to Baron Edmund de Rothschild, the top man in this Bank fraud. We heard him give orders to I. Michael Sweatman to take the bank forward. The bank package was then given to the Prime Minister of Norway, Gro Harlem Brundtland to present to the United Nations. I heard the bank was presented in October 1987 to the UN but I could not confirm that. In Rothschild’ speech one can tell how he visualizes projects that are large, inoperative conservation projects. I believe these very expensive projects are designed to bleed the resources of the Bank and cause the Bank to bankrupt quickly. 
Simultaneously, presentations such as Al Gore's sobering talks about the climate, et cetera, make Rothschild's conservation ideas popular among the public with fears about losing Mother Earth. Is Al Gore just a talking head for the Rothschild scheme or does he really feel what he says? According to John Coleman, founder of the weather channel, the CO2 menace is actually not a significant problem. We may have been duped. Look up John Coleman on Google and watch his talk in San Diego to hear what he has to say. He calls the environment movement a hoax and a scam. Coleman was getting close to the bone about the environment hoax judging from the malevolent remarks against him on his blog. Inexpensive environment solutions are easily found at the source of pollution instead of chasing CO2 somewhere in the vast polar ice caps. The paper company that fired me when I spoke out against their lack of pollution controls is where the environment laws and fines should be applied. Industry is after profits and dividends. If the common man decides to build a strong bank, let’s take away some of those profits with a world environment tax to build a better tomorrow. Hire competent bank examiners specially appointed by the governing authorities. A slight tax on all trading activities must be applied. This will be an excellent source of revenue and it will also allow surveillance of the international banking establishments. .
You have been educated! Please alert many others to view this presentation. Most of the exhibits used in this presentation are available in a manual I have created. It costs $39.00 and is the method I use to help pay expenses. The manual order includes postage and handling, a DVD of this presentation, plus portions of the 1988 videotape presentation, a lapel button to wear to encourage questions which will lead them to a computer site. If we hear from you, we will put your e-mail address into our system to keep you posted as the bank evolves. This presentation is a very expensive project, so if you care to send more than $39.00 that would be appreciated. 
Thank you for your time. Remember, let us know your e-mail address so you can receive pertinent information in the months and years ahead about the progress or lack of progress of the Bank.
Signed, 
George W. Hunt Boulder, Colorado. Email: geo.hunt70@gmail.com www.thebigbadbank.com 


